Our Aims

Looking for ENTZ reps who are up for anything, listen to any and all suggestions and can hack the sesh??

Look no further. We have loads of great ideas on how to improve the social aspects of Anne’s, to ensure everyone always enjoys themselves, whilst feeling safe and comfortable.

We can’t wait to create a lively and energetic social scene, and to receive all the Oxlove from the freshers <3

College Bar
- More insular St. Anne’s events (like college sports nights and pool competitions) to create a closer community within the Bar
- Work with the JCR to update the outdoor area
- Bar snacks 🍸🍻🥂

Fresher’s Events
- Non-drinking events (like speed dating, games night and more) which take place before drinking events so they are more popular
- Organised prees to remove any feelings of FOMO
- Sober 2nd year helpers available at all times

Welfare
- Work very closely with the welfare team to ensure everyone’s safety at BOPs and on nights out
- Ensuring ENTZ at Anne’s is inclusive for all by planning LGBTQ+, POC and women-only events

BOPs and Events
- Plan a variety of BOPs with our connections at other colleges to allow everyone to make friends across the uni
- Enjoyable non-drinking events throughout the year
- Events in bar (karaoke, beer tasting, etc.) before BOPs to
- Working with other JCR roles (such as the environmental and women’s rep) to organise fundraisers

Entry conditions

.PropTypes.Over 18s only

PropTypes.No Oxhate allowed
01

ENTZ REPS 😄

The Sesh

"What we lack in height we make up for in fun"

---

01

Megan (She/her)

Uni gymnast and cheerleader (and goes to EVERY social!) Will have a go at anything (and inevitably be terrible at it) Has energy for everything, apart from essays

"Megan is here every week, never not laughing"
- Park End Bouncer

---

02

Paras (He/him)

A London boy who never fails to mention it Always convinces everyone to come out Thought (wrongly) that he was a BNOC by week 3 of Michaelmas

"Paras has the worst rizz in college, so is always available to help on a night out"